WHEN POSSIBLE, CHOOSE SMALL AREA MOM
& POP SHOPS WITH GREAT
TURNAROUND SERVICE
Sandy Conrad
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When I am looking for various kinds of businesses, I try to find those small mom and
pop shops that provide excellent quick turnaround service at fair and reasonable
prices.
One such place is Aurora Upholstery, located at 457 High Street in Aurora (630/ 9789442) where father Jose and son Alex have been serving the area for many years.
There is no large parking lot or fancy showroom. There is plenty of fabric to choose
from and sound advice on the best option for your upholstery project.
I brought two chair cushions to them one afternoon and picked up the finished project
the next day! They kindly offered me a small amount of vinyl fabric free of charge,
left over from another job, which was no longer of use to them but perfect for my
chair pads.
It’s important for us to support these types of
local craftsmen. Admittedly, it was somewhat
difficult to maneuver my car in the small offstreet driveway adjacent to the building and
back out onto a busy street. But the finished
product was well worth the effort. It is
apparent that there are no added costs for
unnecessary frills!
Aurora Upholstery is highly recommended
throughout many reviews on their website.
Comments regarding quick response times
to requests for service, the fact that repairs
can be done in the home, that quotes are
given quickly and accurately, that they keep
customers informed throughout the process
required for larger pieces and that they offer
pick up and delivery when needed are all greatly appreciated.
Please note that credit cards are not accepted; payment must be made by cash or
check only.
Hours are Monday through Friday, 9 AM to 5 PM, Saturday, 9 AM to 1 PM, Closed
Sunday.
Over the years, as customers, we have often become disappointed in many
businesses that do not meet what we consider desired or expected performance. When you contact Aurora Upholstery,
be sure to mention that you read about them in the Fox Valley News Shopper. I am thrilled to recommend this father and
son team!

